Abstract
Introduction
Today system-on-chips (SoC) embed several hundreds of different memory cores occupying more than 90% of the SoC chip area. The yield of the entire system is therefore dominated by the memory yield. Memory test and repair capabilities are provided to check the functionality of the memory cores and to increase yield. In the presence of manufacturing defects, redundant elements can replace the failing parts of the memory array [1] .
Various built-in self-repair (BISR) schemes have been developed [2, 3, 4] . In most of these schemes test and repair coexist. Meanwhile, implementing a memory BIST is possible by using intellectual property (IP) cores or by relying on automated generation flows of CAD tools. Memory repair requires the exact failure information in the cell array, and most repair schemes are flexible in the sense that any march-like test can be used for failure retrieval. Thus the memory BIST cores can be integrated into a test and repair infrastructure without any modification.
The integrated test and repair approach presented in [4] supports an optimal built-in self-repair for memories with redundant rows and columns ("2D redundancy"). The scheme interleaves test and repair analysis to avoid large failure bitmaps. Moreover, it Part of this research has been performed within the framework of the DFG grant DIADEM (HE 1686/2-1).
follows a depth first strategy for traversing the binary tree for spare allocation. This supports a hardware implementation scaling well with the number of spares. However, backtracking in the search tree requires a restart of the complete test. A more detailed analysis shows that repeating the complete the test may lead to an unnecessarily high increase in test time. To overcome this problem, the concept of a modular march test is introduced in this paper.
The Modular Test Strategy
The interleaved test and repair scheme in [4] makes repair decisions as soon as faults are detected during test. The nodes in the search tree for the best repair configuration correspond to detected faults while the edges represent repair decisions (row or column). Backtracking is necessary when a chosen path cannot provide a solution or to prove that an already found solution is optimal. In Figure 1 an example is given.
Figure 1: Partial search tree during repair analysis
The information attached to node x shows that a fault at address a(x) has been detected, and the edge (x, y) indicates a row repair. If backtracking to node x occurs, then the test is restarted to determine the remaining faults for the alternative repair decision using a column. This avoids the need for large failure bitmaps, but a complete restart after each backtrack implies a high time penalty.
If a march test with march elements M 0 , ..., M n is used, then the information during which march element a fault has been detected can help to reduce the overall test and repair time. In Figure 1 , the fault at node x has been detected during march element M i , and this suggests to restart the test after the detection of the fault at address a(x).
To exploit this idea properly, it must be taken into account that fault detection in march tests usually requires initialization and sensitization in earlier march elements [5] . As the initialization and sensitization conditions may have been overwritten during the previous search, the respective march elements have to be repeated, too. If initialization starts with march element M k , k < i, then it is even sufficient to work with a "lightweight" version M k * of M k , which only contains the memory operations for initialization. M k * can easily be compiled from the fault detection profiles of the algorithms and the considered fault models. The hardware implementation requires only small modifications of the test and repair control.
Experiments and Results
The same experimental set-up as in [4] has been used to analyze two different fault sets: set(a), which contains stuck-at faults, and set(b), which consists of stuck-at faults, transition faults, and coupling faults. Accordingly, two different march tests have been applied: the March X algorithm for set(a) and the March C-algorithm for set(b) [5] . The results are shown in Table 1 .
Column one lists the number of randomly injected faults. The next two columns detail the results for March X and March C-. For each algorithm the average number of backtracks in the search tree (test restarts) is given in the first sub-column. The overall number of memory operations exercised during test and repair is shown in the second sub-column for the original proposal in [4] . The third sub-column shows the number of memory operations needed for the modular test strategy proposed in Section 2. Finally, sub-column four shows the ratio between both strategies. Please note that the entries in sub-columns 1 to 3 are average numbers from 1000 experiments as described above.
The results are interesting in two ways. Firstly, for a small number of defects when only a few restarts are needed, the modular strategy provides only a small improvement. For a larger number of defects, when the search gets more complex, the number of exercised memory operations is reduced to approximately 70 % of the original solution in [4] . Secondly, when the test algorithm gets more complex, then the achievement is even better in most cases.
Conclusions
In this paper, modular memory testing has been introduced as a strategy for an improved test and repair interaction. Combined with the integrated test and repair approach described in [4] , this strategy helps to considerably reduce the time penalty caused by backtracks in the search tree for spare allocation.
